A screw generally works better than a nail, or a complicated rope knot better than a simple one, in fastening solid matter, while a gas is more tameless. However, a flow itself has a physical quantity, helicity, measuring the screwing strength of the velocity field and the degree of the knottedness of the vorticity ropes. It is shown that helicity favors the partition of energy to the vortical modes, compared to others such as the dilatation and pressure modes of turbulence; that is, helicity stiffens the flow, with nontrivial implications for aerodynamics, such as aeroacoustics, and conducting fluids, among others.
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early study.
With the transformation ρ = ρ0 exp{ζ} with ρ0 for normalization, the Navier-Stokes equation governing the motion of a compressible fluid readsζ + ζ,αuα + uα,α = 0
(1) u λ + uσu λ,σ + exp{−ζ}p ,λ − ηθ λσ,σ = 0,
where θ αβ = u α,β + u β,α − . The pressure is given by the state equation, p = ρRT for an ideal gas, say. The above system is closed by the 'energy equation' which can take different forms, depending on the choice of the thermodynamical variables (such as the temperature T , the energy or the enstrophy) and denpending on the physical situations/processes (such as the fully self-consistent dynamics or isothermal, or, adiabatic etc.) The barotropic flow with p being only a function of ρ has analogous group and Lie algebra structures (with semidirect product) and ideal conservations laws to the incompressible one in a (Riemanian) mani- fold of any dimension, even or odd 5 : Indeed, we see now, in the inviscid case, the vorticity (2-form) equation dua to Eq. (2) is the same as the incompressible one, thus presumably analogous coadjoint orbits.
We based our helical and non-helical compressible turbulence analyses on a set of well-controlled direct numerical simulations with periodic boundary conditions. Two programs, the Pencil Code and the OpenCFD, known (the former already worldwide 15 and the latter mainly in China 16 , so far) respectively in the astrophysics and aerodynamics communities, have been used for tests. Helicity controlling techniques, with or without helicity injection, say, have been welldeveloped, as partly already implemented in typical incompressible and compressible turbulence simulation open-source softwares 17 . The discretization grid numbers used are up to 1024 3 , and for statistical steady state statisitcs, long time integrations up to 5 large-eddy turnover times were performed. Such typical 'massive' simulations resolve reasonably well into the details of flow structures, with visibly separated energycontaining, inertial, bottleneck and dissipation regimes in the power spectra. We focus on spectral ananlysis to examine the physical effects of helicity, following the idea and method employed in Zhu 13 : Helical mode decomposition is combined with the Helmholtz decomposition (thus refined 18 ) for the velocity field to perform a comparative study.
Data for analysis were collected from simulations with high-order numerical solvers. Common features of isotropic compressible turbulence are in agreement with earlier results without net helicity 15 .
Our main result is summarized in Figure 2 , where we show with two different normalizations that helicity reduces the compressive modes. Working in a cyclic box of dimension 2π and applying the Fourier representation for all the dynamical variables v(r) →v(k), say, u(r) = kû (k) exp{îk · r} withî 2 = −1. Moses
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Figure 2 | The (normlaized) energy/power spectra. Results of statistically steady state turbulent flows in a cyclic box (isotropically forced at around wavenumber k = 2 with and without helicity injection as Brandenburg 19 ) with Stokesian viscosity are presented. The upper-left panel exhibits various 1D (summed-over-each-wavenumber-shell) energy/power spectra in terms of wavenumber), compensating the Kolmogorov parts, of the velocity/kinetic field and its components for the case without helicity injection, where E(k) = E perp (k) + E para (k) = E R + E L + E para indiates that the velocity is decomposed to the compressive/parallel (to k) and vortical/perpendicular modes, latter further into right-and left-screwing modes 13, 18 . The upper-right panel is for the case with helicity injection. The lower panels: Solid (red) and dashed (blue) lines correspond to time-averaged helical and non-helical compressive-mode energy spectra, respectively. Kinetic energy E(2) at the forced shell (k=2) is used for the normalization in the left panel and E(k) at each corresponding k is for normalization in the right one. Both show consistently that the compressive modes are reduced by helicity. Note that for k > 200, due to the numerical and computer noise problem, the results are not reliable there, which is not important for our purpose here: We believe that, since the compressive modes are even much smaller than the vortical modes at larger wave numbers, the numerical errors, especially in the treatment of decomposition, serious contaminate the results there, which can be repaired to some extent with Kahan's algorithm and its enhancement. It is difficult to tune the parameter(s) to have equal kinetic or total energy spectra to compare the absolute difference of the compressive spectra, say, but we have indeed checked that the total kinetic spectra are almost (not absolutely, due to the helicity effect) identical when normalized by the forced-mode energy; other comparisons of thermodynamical variables such as the density and temperature spectra (not shown here), including the decaying data related to Fig. 1 , consistently prove the reduction or tightening effect of helicity.
has 'sharpened' the Helmholtz theorem by further decomposing the transverse ('solenoidal'/'vortical') velocity field into a left-handed and right-handed chiral modes of sign-definite helixity (helicity intensity)
withîk ×ĥs = skĥs and s = ± (denoting opposite -right-v.s. lefthanded -screwing directions, or chiralities, around k), and that E = 1 2
Our results suggest a mechanism of reducing the compressibility of turbulence: The isotropic flow streams with helicity work as embracing screw(s), or the vorticity ropes as appropriate knot(s), fasten the flow.
Parity of the dimension d of the space fundamentally shapes hydrodynamics, including the existence and uniqueness issue, in different ways: Unlike in even dimenions with a continuum of ideal invariants, odd d appears to assure a unique integral, besides the energy 5 . For the earthly three-dimensional flows, this integral is helicity which plays important physical role in various situations, with also the extension to magnetohydrodynamics or more general plasma fluids. More systematic and rigorous numerical checks are being initiated, but in view of the important implications, we feel it is clear and mature enough to report the beautiful and exciting, if not astonishing, results now, in the hope that they may stimulate and encourage further investigations.
